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Security for key equipment continuing to run, we offer all serial of uninterruptible AC power system and relative distribution and 

complete power distribution products, including individual products,integrated system, personal network security, IT, medical 

systems, provide good power protection and stable operation for manufacturing.
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Back Panel Description:

■Optional input voltage range.

■Full automatic and silent operation.

■Rack Tower design.

■Automatic charging.

■Built-in with 10Amp or 20Amp optional charger 

for up to 200Ah battery. 

■Auto change AC-DC.

■Over-load protection.

■Automatic restart.

■Three-steps intelligent charging control to 

recharging 

■LCD display, audible and visual alarm

LCD Inverter IG3110C 
Off-line Long Back Up UPS  

Key Features:

Model: 500-2000VA

Nominal voltage: 220/230/240VAC

Output Power factor: 0.6

Nominal frequency: 50/60Hz

Product snapshot:

IG3110C series long back up UPS built-in with 10

or 20 Amp charger for up to 200Ah battery. 

Build-in With Big Charger:

Full Protection:
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Protection for low battery voltage、overload、

output shor t circuit and over- temperature 

Restrain surge interference、eliminate noise、

protection for Thunderstriking,provide the reliable 

power to the Home appliances

Inverter  intelligent charging curve 
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IG3110E 500-2000VA

IG3110C  Series Technical Specifications

UPS Power Solutions Expert

1200-12

1200VA/720W

■Pure Sine wave Output.

■Low work noise, high efficiency.

■Small, light and artistic, benefited from adopting the SMD pastern technology.

■Featured with high reliability and low failure rate by using the advanced Double-CPU single chip intellectual control 

technology

■Cooling fan is intellectual controlled, and its working status is controlled by CPU, which mostly increased its service 

life and helps to save the power consumption, improve work efficiency and lower the working noise.

■With complete protection: overload protection, internal over-temperature protection, output short-circuit protection, 

input under-voltage protection, input over-voltage protection, etc, improving the reliability of the products greatly.

Key Features:

Travel set equipment, Industrial equipment, Office equipment, Kitchen Equipment, Household electrical equipment,

Power tools etc.

Applications:

IG3112E Inverter  
Pure Sine Wave Output UPS 

Product snapshot:
Model: 150-6000W

Nominal voltage: 220/230/240VAC

Nominal frequency: 50/60Hz
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150-6000W

Car Solar Power
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